Press release

Green Datacenter to become part of SwissIX, the largest Swiss
internet exchange point
The Lupfig site will undergo further development as an internet hub and it is now one of the
five core sites of the largest Swiss internet exchange point SwissIX. Cloud providers, carriers,
content providers and companies will thus be able to exchange their data directly via Green
Datacenter in Lupfig in the future.
Lupfig, March 14, 2019 – Green Datacenter AG is developing its largest Swiss data center location.
With immediate effect, Lupfig is a core site of SwissIX, the biggest internet exchange point (IXP) in
Switzerland.
Cloud providers, carriers, content providers and companies exchange their data directly within the
SwissIX network, without circuitous routes via international transit providers. Peering ensures a high
rate of data throughput with minimum delay. Members of SwissIX can network with others directly and
cheaply through SwissIX’s strategic partners, thanks to its unparalleled Switzerland-wide coverage
across seven peering points. “SwissIX speeds up data exchange and is an interesting option for
clients with a large data volume within Switzerland,” explained Frank Boller, CEO of Green Datacenter.
SwissIX is a non-profit organization which has operated a neutral infrastructure between internet
providers and data center providers since 2001 and is a member of the largest European network
(Euro-IX). It transfers approximately 120 Gbit/s of data on average. “Lupfig is one of Switzerland’s
most important data center locations and thus handles a substantial volume of data. By means of
peering, implemented by SwissIX, we connect the market participants via the fastest, most direct
path,” said Christian Wittenhorst, President of SwissIX, explaining the reasoning behind the
cooperation.
The hub in Lupfig will be set up with a transfer rate of 100 Gbit/s and can be enhanced in line with
demand. As part of the launch, Green Datacenter will give special terms to the first new clients. “Our
aim is to offer this benefit to interested companies as quickly as possible. This is because data centers
are a part of an ecosystem that only works with excellent links,” added Frank Boller.
Images are available via this link.

About Green Datacenter AG
Green Datacenter AG is one of the leading providers of data center services in Switzerland. In Zurich and vicinity,
the company operates four data centers. With Zurich West 3, it is now building the first high-performance data
center in Switzerland that meets the requirements of the hyperscale companies. As a full-service provider, Green
Datacenter offers IT infrastructure networking, deployment services, hands and eyes support, office spaces and
emergency workstations, in addition to the data center spaces and colocation services. Companies in
Switzerland, Europe and throughout the world put their trust in the security and availability of the Green data
centers. Green belongs to InfraVia Capital Partners.

More information is available at www.greendatacenter.ch
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